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Abstract

Many important lines of argumentation have been presented during the last decades claiming that machines cannot think like people. Yet, it has been possible to construct devices and information systems, which replace people in tasks which have previously been occupied by people as the tasks require intelligence. The long and versatile discourse over, what machine intelligence is, suggests that there is something unclear in the foundations of the discourse itself. Therefore, we critically studied the foundations of used theory languages. By looking critically some of the main arguments of machine thinking, one can find unifying factors. Most of them are based on the fact that computers cannot perform sense-making selections without human support and supervision. This calls attention to mathematics and computation itself as a representational constructing language and as a theory language in analysing human mentality. It is possible to notice that selections must be based on relevance, i.e., on why some elements of sets belong to one class and others do not. Since there is no mathematical justification to such selection, it is possible to say that relevance and related concepts are beyond the power of expression of mathematics and computation. Consequently, Turing erroneously assumed that mathematics and formal language is equivalent with natural languages. He missed the fact that mathematics cannot express relevance, and for this reason, mathematical representations cannot be complete models of the human mind.
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Preface

This paper is of a programmatic nature. We fully acknowledge the enormous achievements of modern science, engineering and design by calling on the most advanced machine models, as we always did in the past and will continue into the future. We will not primarily discuss the physical limitations (Markov 2014), but instead focus on the conceptual constraints, the intuitive assumptions of underlying theories, resp. their foundations (Saariluoma 1997). We try to understand and find an answer to the fundamental question: Is the human mind capable of understanding itself beyond computability? We question the mainstream assumption that everything is (or at least should be) ‘computational’ (Chatelin 2012, Chalmers 1996, Sun, Wilson, and Lynch 2016). We argue that the foundations of such an assumption are (still) not fully justifiable. Therefore, we imitate Kant’s (1781/1922) famous ‘Copernican Revolution’ from a kind of Wittgensteinian (1921/1974) perspective and ask whether the properties of the theory of language itself used in discourse can explain why the problems have proven to be so hard. In other words, we ask whether formal theory languages (i.e., logic, mathematics and computation) are powerful enough to express problems of human thinking and represent thoughts. Since many of the foundational issues concentrate on one theoretical construct, Turing machines (TM), we must once again consider whether people ‘think like machines’.

Introduction

We are approaching the time of ‘strong’ artificial intelligence (AI) (Searle 1980). Machines can perform increasingly complicated tasks to free people from them (Sheridan 2002). Computers can beat people in chess, and in 20 years, cars and airplanes may drive or fly themselves (Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014). However, there are many related, philosophically motivated issues (Hofstadter and Dennet 1981) that are conceptually unclear, such as whether people are machines in a sense, whether human intelligence is similar to computing, whether computers think like people and whether they can exert power over people (Horst 2003). This paper explores these issues by
investigating the intuitive assumptions and tacit limitations underlying the crucial concepts (Saariluoma 1997).

For a long time, already the most advanced machine model was used to capture and describe the most recent understanding of the human mind. After the mechanical watch was invented, the human mind was described as a complex mechanical machine (see FIGURE 1). Since the mid of last century, the computer took over as the dominant metaphor. Probably the idea of quantum effects based on entanglement will be used in the near future (Rauterberg 2008).

During the last century, Alan Turing created the hypothetical Turing Machine (TM). In 1936, he constructed to model how mathematicians think (Turing 1948/1996). The TM has a read-write head and an infinitely long squared tape. Each square can contain symbols ‘0’ or ‘1’. The head can move one step to the left or right, and it can rewrite or leave the symbol as it is on the square when it is scanning. The head moves following pre-established transition rules that determine what the system does next. If there is no applicable rule, the system stops (Monk 1976).

Turing (1936) assumed that the TM models the thinking of a mathematician, and generalized the idea to all human thinking (Turing 1950). The symbols in machines could be organized into ‘states of mind’ and manipulated using a finite set of well-defined operations. Thus, Turing (1950) understood human thinking as a rule defined by the manipulation of symbols. The TM is familiar to most cognitive scientists. It is the basic notion behind computer science, the philosophy of computing, AI and modern cognitive science.
Turing (1936, 1948/1996) showed that the machine can do all of the (Turing computable) computations, and thus it can model the ‘thinking of the mathematician’, called the Hilbert program (Hilbert 1917). The thought process proceeds as follows. The machine is in an initial state, and then it scans a symbol and responds to it using a relevant transition rule. Consequently, the machine moves to another state. Again, it scans the symbol and applies to the next state. This process continues until the machine has either reached a satisfactory end state or has no more rules to apply. The transition functions and symbol patterns on the tape form a complete representation of the action. For example, symbols on the tape can represent a chess position, while transition functions are chess moves representing possible actions. The crucial property of a TM is, thus, that it seems to represent reality in some sense like human thinking. All of the directions seem to link to the idea that human information processing is in some sense similar to that of computers, but one cannot claim to have definitively determined whether machines think like people (Toni et al. 2007). Nevertheless, the discussion illustrates that there are different ways to develop the idea of an intelligent and thinking computer, i.e., a computational theory of the mind and beyond (Froese and Ziemke 2009, Horst 2003, Siegelmann 1995, Aarts et al. 2006, Nelson 1969).

In the field of the philosophy of the mind, important theoretical constructs include the computational theory of the mind (Putnam 1964) and the representational theory of the mind (Fodor 1987, 1983). These ways of thinking perceive mentality as computation: i.e., they assume that the operation of the human mind can be expressed in terms of computing. Consequently, the TM models what the mind does. It is still open to debate whether the TM is a good model of the mind, and whether it really expresses all aspects of human mentality.

In any case, the TM is in many senses at the centre of the discussion about whether machines think and are intelligent in the same way as people. The TM is the core concept of modern computing and the basic model of computational thinking (Aho 2012, Wing 2006). It is also the first mathematically sound formal model to address human thinking (Turing 1950). This notion also embodies the concept of thinking as an algorithmic process, which uses a finite and definite set of operations or steps to lead from an initial state to a goal state. This notion is considered to be independent of the underlying computational power. The TM was central to developing modern cognitive psychology, which assumed that external human behaviour could be explained in terms of internal states (Neisser 1967/2014, Newell, Shaw, and Simon 1958, Simon and Newell 1956). It also inspired other cognitive research fields such as transformation grammar in linguistics (Chomsky 1957/2002, 1965/2014), cognitive neuroscience (Churchland and Sejnowski 1992) (Kosslyn and Andersen 1992), cognitive anthropology (D’Andrade 1995), psychology (Gigerenzer 2004), sociology (Luhmann 1984), art research (Nakatsu et al. 2015) and design thinking (Dorst 2011). In cognitive science, the TM has been central to discussions of the nature of human thinking (Newell and Simon 1972, 1976, Penrose 1999). Thus, the TM (and its many derivative concepts) has been the main conceptual tool in modern attempts to replace people with machines in performing certain tasks (Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014). Turing was also able to develop a number of important solutions such as ‘problem solving’ as searching in a multi-dimensional state space (Newell and Simon 1972) and learning machines (Nilsson 1965), which showed that machines can carry out human-like intellectual tasks (Copeland and Proudfoot 1996). Later these findings led to important insights into machine learning, machine linguistics, logic computing and neural networks (Russell and Norvig 1995).

Nevertheless, it has been very hard to believe that machines think like people; the thesis of machine thinking has attracted several critiques from the very beginning (Dreyfus 1972, 1992) (Gunderson 1964) (Putnam 1964) (Searle 1990) (Wittgenstein 1953/1967). Many researchers did not and do not still accept the idea that machine information processing was an accurate model of human thinking. Yet we can ask: how are machines different from people?

At the same time, practical life has proceeded in its own ways. Much of modern human work is based on human intelligence, which is in turn based on the idea of the computational rationality of the human mind. Automation has changed industry in many ways as machines have replaced people in many routine tasks. Yet people still carry out apparently simple looking tasks because it has not been possible to build machines to do them. Thus, one of the most important developments in modern society is to construct technologies that can perform such tasks. Nevertheless, in order to design more intelligent machines, it is essential to clearly understand the similarities and differences between human and machine intelligence and thinking. The machine intelligence discussion has been...
ongoing for many decades (Michalski, Carbonell, and Mitchell 1984, Copeland, Posy, and Shagrir 2013, Megill, Melvin, and Beal 2014); the issues must somehow be conceptually blurred (Brooks et al. 2012). The problem is how and why – and, of course, how the discourse could (and should) be resolved. To understand whether machines ‘can think like people’, the notion of TM must be subjected to critical conceptual analysis focusing on their foundations (Saariluoma 1997, Saariluoma and Rauterberg 2015).

To do so, we adopt a new approach to the problem. We analyse the origins of the dispute by asking why it is still alive, and what makes it so difficult to determine (1) whether people think like machines and (2) whether human thinking can be used to model the mind. This kind of analysis, which aims to clarify scientific thinking, can be called foundational analysis (Saariluoma 1997). Here, we focus on one critical issue: what can be expressed by formal concepts; computational thinking is based on the assumption that formal models can express everything that human thinking can contain. We turn our attention from the ontology of computational models and human thinking to ask what kinds of language we use to analyse human thoughts when we use TMs and other formal constructions to analyse human thinking.

**Turing’s Test**

The debate over whether people think like computers was mainly intuitive and metaphorical. Therefore, it became important to find a critical model with which to test whether it makes sense to argue that people think like (and are intelligent in similar sense as) computers. To determine whether machines can think like people, Turing designed his famous test, which is likely the best-known thought experiment in AI (Besold 2013, Saygin, Cicekli, and Akman 2000, French 2012, Weinert 2014, You 2015); much of the man–machine dispute revolves around it.

**Main Purpose of Turing’s Test**

The goal of Turing’s Test (TT) (Turing 1950) is to determine whether machines can think (or, as the question is often expressed, whether machines are intelligent). The TT is an imitation game (Warwick and Shah 2014). It is assumed that there is an opaque screen. On one side of the screen, an interrogator asks questions and assesses the nature of the answers. In the control group, on the other side of the screen, there are two people, A and B, who answer the questions. The interrogator must guess who has given the answer. In the experimental group, B is replaced by a machine (computer) and again, the interrogator must decide whether the human or the machine answered the questions. A teletypewriter was used to eliminate the problems caused by the quality of the voice communication (Turing 1950). Turing argued that if machines can imitate human thinking sufficiently perfect, then they are intelligent.

Thus, Turing’s imitation game provides an explicit way to compare human and machine behaviours in intelligent tasks by abstracting from the physical embodiment (Pfeifer and Scheier 2001). Since discussion of the intelligence of machines underpins much of modern cognitive science, psychology and philosophy of the mind – and is also essential in developing AI robots and autonomous systems – it makes sense to consider the true value of the TT (Boden 1977). The decisive criterion in these experiments is the interrogator’s capacity to determine whether a human or machine provided the answer. If the interrogator cannot do this above chance level, then the machine has passed the test and proven that machines can think, as they can perform human tasks in a way that it is indistinguishable from human performance by a competent observer.

It is obvious that the TT is a particularly clever idea, but in what way exactly? Generations of renowned researchers have considered all aspects of the test (Besold 2013, You 2015). The test was an innovation intended to justify Turing’s computational theory of the mind (Turing 1936, 1950), but it was criticized even before its publication – and even before the presentation of the TM (Wittgenstein 1935/1958, Shanker 2002).¹

Since the TT was published, it has been discussed by many notable researchers such as Newell and Simon (1959, 1972), Dreyfus (1972), Dennett (1998) and Searle (1980) who have ended to precisely opposite positions. Therefore, it is unsurprising that the test is still considered somewhat elusive (Saariluoma and Rauterberg 2015). On the one

¹ Wittgenstein’s *The Blue and Brown Books* were finished between 1933 and 1935, before Turing’s 1936 paper.
hand, it is easy to identify machines that can beat people in their particular fields, for example, chess machines and pocket calculators. On the other hand, no general man-like computer Leviathan exists (Dretske 2013) (Dreyfus 1992) (Searle 1990). Therefore, the conceptual analysis of the foundations of TM must be extended to TT. In this way, it would be possible to reach conceptual clarity around all computational thinking (Saariluoma 1997). In order to analyse the conceptual properties of TT, it is first worth considering some of the major critical arguments against the idea that machines can be engaged in human thinking, or that computational machines can implement all human information processes (Rauterberg 2008, Robinson 1998).

**The Problem with Turing’s Test**

Turing’s original paper specified that he meant to apply the test to decide – either in particular cases or generally – whether machines can be as intelligent as people. For machines to be generally as intelligent as people, they must be able to take care of any imaginable action as efficiently as human beings. Thus, they would be considered as a *universal* or *all-purpose* TM. For example, Deep Blue, when it beats Kasparov in chess, it has proved to pass a specific TT, but of course its victory did not mean that TMs could be better than people at managing a multinational company. Thus, the difference between specific and universal TT is very clear. It will be possible to say that computers think like people only if an all-purpose TM can be developed.

Another important confusion in Turing’s test was due to the era in which he worked. Psychology was then behaviourist, which meant that psychologists were interested in finding laws to describe how external stimuli led to external responses (Watson 1914). Presumably for this reason, Turing (1950) did not pay attention to internal machine processes that produce human-like external behaviours. Thus, Deep Blue had little in common with people. It searched for hundreds of thousands of positions in a second, while people normally study approximately 50 positions in ten minutes (De Groot 1965) (Saariluoma 1995). Thus, despite the similarities in external behaviours, the internal processes are very different.

Of course, the goal of most machines is to be *more effective than* people. It would not make sense for an excavator to be as effective as a man with a spade. This is why the TT is a very practical conceptual tool with which to assess whether technologies perform better than people, i.e., whether they take care of the things that they should take care of (Saariluoma and Rauterberg 2015). Well-performing machines do not need to have anything to do with human intelligence. They just take care of data processes that were previously only possible for people. Consequently, the TT only explores whether special purpose machines can do what people do, and in this it is a vital conceptual tool. It is important to note here that the TT is an empirical test: whether a chess machine is as good as a world champion is an empirical question.

**Critiques of Machine Thinking**

The idea of the human as a computing machine has raised a number of critical counterarguments, which are important in analysing the scope and limitations of computational thinking (Leibniz 1714/1969). Turing (1950) addressed the main critiques of the time when presenting his thought experiment. First we discuss the Gödel critique (Lucas 1961), as it forms the foundation of most of the other critiques.

**Gödel’s Critique**

In the 1930s, distinguished scholars such as David Hilbert, Alan Turing, Kurt Gödel, Alonzo Church and others conducted fundamental work in mathematics that established the theoretical foundations of computability. Their work provides precise characterizations of effective and algorithmic computability, and can be seen as providing deep insights into the foundations of mathematics and calculability. Above all, it implicitly seeks the limits of mathematical concepts and mathematics as a representational language. In an unpublished manuscript, Turing (1948/1996, p. 256) wrote: ‘By Gödel’s famous theorem, or some similar argument, one can show that however the machine is constructed there are bound to be cases where the machine fails to give an answer, but a mathematician would be able to. On the other hand, the machine has certain advantages over the mathematician.’ These advantages are still seen as the deterministic nature of such machines: with the same input, the calculations
produce exactly the same output. Mathematicians dream of a formal system that always provides the correct answer, is absolutely reliable and will not suffer from a ‘mechanical breakdown’ (Copeland, Posy, and Shagrir 2013, Megill, Melvin, and Beal 2014). Even Gödel (1961/1995, p. 377) was convinced that:

“[M]athematics, by its nature as an a priori science, always has, in and of itself, an inclination toward the right, and, for this reason, has long withstood the spirit of the time [Zeitgeist] that has ruled since the Renaissance; i.e., the empiricist theory of mathematics, such as the one set forth by Mill, did not find much support. Indeed, mathematics has evolved into ever higher abstractions, away from matter and to ever greater clarity in its foundations (e.g., by [giving] an exact foundation of the infinitesimal calculus [and] the complex numbers)-thus, away from scepticism.”

This conviction is based on the belief that such a super rationality is achievable and desirable. Furthermore, Gödel was also convinced that mathematicians, as human beings, are capable of this objective based on the unlimited power of the human mind.

Since Gödel started to challenge Turing’s argument that ‘machines can think’ (Turing 1950), the whole debate has concentrated on the question of whether a TM is an adequate model of the human mind. The concept was first stated by Turing (1936), and can be summarized as follows: any formalizing process can be reproduced by a machine capable of performing an ordered series of operations on a finite number of symbols. Gödel (1972/1990, p. 306) wrote:

“Turing in his 1936-1937 paper, (latter part page 250), gives an argument which is supposed to show that mental procedures cannot go beyond mechanical procedures. However, this argument is inconclusive. These problems are serious as Turing disregards completely the fact that mind, in its use, is not static, but constantly developing, i.e., that we understand abstract terms more and more precisely as we go on using them, and that more and more abstract terms enter the sphere of our understanding.”

This quote demonstrates that Gödel considered the human mind to be bigger than any possible machines due to its constant but irreversible changes (Shotter 1974, Rauterberg 2013). His main argument is his understanding that the human mind is irreversibly changing and must be therefore open and very likely unlimited. Gödel’s crucial finding was that there are obviously true theorems in any formal system that cannot be proven within the system they come from (Gödel 1931). This means that the language of proof cannot express all possible theorems. To do so, one would need to construct a new language.

Indeed, in constructing a special TM, people have to select the appropriate axioms and transformation rules to reach the goal. This thinking is beyond the abilities of any TM. Megill, Melvin and Beal (2014, p. 82) are still trying to argue against this position by assuming that ‘the set of mathematical truths that humans know at any given moment’ is finite, which Gödel never considered relevant. Gödel published little, but what he did publish still holds, particularly the two incompleteness theorems (Hodges 1998).

Does Gödel’s idea make any sense? It is possible to construct a proof of any theorem, but not a system that can prove all theorems. It is thus possible to write a simulation model for any human thought, but not for all possible human thoughts. If we assume that all real numbers belong to set of human thoughts, it is possible to develop an algorithm that calculates this real number or human thought. It is possible to ascribe a value to pi or the biggest prime so far, but finite machines cannot calculate the accurate value of pi or the biggest of all primes. This means that a TM should decide what is a good enough value or contents for these numbers or human thoughts. Evidently, defining ‘good enough’ is beyond mathematical thinking. This conclusion means that we have at least two human (mathematical) thoughts that go beyond the capacity of any TM. Only people can solve these problems.

Of course, it is possible for humans to say that defining pi with 143 decimals is good enough, and that 145 decimals are not necessary. No machine can set this problem, as the idea of ‘the right value of pi’ is not expressible in any formal system. The language of the mathematics of formal logic is not powerful enough to express such problems. They can be discussed only in terms of natural language. Additionally, there are also many thoughts that are not mathematical at all.
Informality of Behaviour

The final conclusion of Gödel’s critique makes some essential critiques of machine thinking understandable. A point that is close to Gödel’s problem is Turing’s ‘informality of behaviour argument’ (Turing 1950, p. 452). The core of this argument is that there are no rules that can mechanically explain all human behaviour and thinking. People may stop when they see a green light, but they also may not. They may change their behaviour. Thus, human behaviour cannot be fully determined by a fixed and finite set of rules in the way that machine behaviour can. The argument is linked to, though not the same as, the Robots dilemma (Pylyshyn 1987, Ford and Pylyshyn 1996), which holds that any change in an environment requires a change in the system of rules a robot uses. Another closely linked problem is the frame problem, which refers to the fact that the actions of robots change the environment and thus make it fluent (Hayes 1973). Some actions do not change any essential environmental properties, while others do. Therefore, the set of rules that controls the behaviour of the robots should be constantly updated.

The core of all these discussion is the rules that control the behaviour of machines and minds. One should know when a rule should be applied, and when it should not. It is essential to ask whether the existing set of rules is sufficient to always direct the behaviour (or thinking) of the machine in an efficient manner. Informality and rule system arguments have two practical consequences that have long been well known in both AI and cognitive simulation: exponential growth and conflict resolution. Exponential growth refers to the fact that the size of search systems tends to grow exponentially (Minsky 1961). Conflict simulation refers to the problem that in rule-based systems, more than one rule can often be applied in a decision situation. Rule systems thus have the problem of finding the best applicable rule – a rule application problem (Dreyfus 1972). So any rule-based system that solves tasks relevant for thinking seems to have problems applying rules and generating new rules when necessary. This means that, again, the problem of selection seems to be outside machine thinking. Machines cannot tell us what the sense-making rules are. Gödel proved that this is the case with any axiomatic formalism. Humans can intentionally (or even un-intentionally) break such rules (Dahling et al. 2012). Sometimes we are even encouraged to break rules to move forward. We break the rules, if we see it important or relevant. For people, rules of thought and action are no mechanical and fixed regulators, but regularities we follow flexibly (Buanes and Jentoft 2009).

Lady Lovelace’s Argument

Wittgenstein (1935/1958) often emphasized that people not only see things; they ‘see them as something’. This problem of ‘seeing as’ is deeply related to any consideration of whether machines can think (Wittgenstein 1935/1958). The first critical argument following from ‘seeing as’ was undoubtedly presented by Lady Lovelace (Turing 1950). Her argument was focused on Babbage’s analytical engine, which was one of the first versions of a ‘thinking’ machine. She claimed that such engines could not initiate anything, especially anything new. Turing (1950) could not accept this argument, but did not present very convincing counterarguments. If her critique means that modern computers cannot randomly generate anything, it is not correct: computer programs can generate many things; the problem is whether the things they ‘initiate’ make any sense. Thus, we reformulate the requirement to mean ‘anything that makes sense’.

Computers can generate a huge amount of results, but they cannot really determine what makes sense. An old British Museum algorithm suggested that ten apes with mechanical typewriters could eventually generate Shakespeare’s collected works (Newell, Shaw, and Simon 1958). The problem is that they do not know where to stop, and in this sense they cannot even start the process. They should be able to re-create the works from among all other possible alternatives in order to be able to initiate and finalize the solutions. As is normal in creativity research, we interpret Lady Lovelace’s argument to mean that she supposed the outcome of initiation would be something essential and meaningful.

To be able to initiate something, one must be able to define the goal and how to achieve it (i.e., the actions that lead from the initial state to the selected goal state). This is possible only if one is able to separate the required path of concepts from ones that are not required. One must be able to separate the goal-congruent and non-congruent aspects of the environment. The machine should thus be able to set a goal and the congruent activities
independently of its creator.

Setting the goal and generating goal-congruent activities can be called intentionality; actions generated in this way can be called intentions (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975, Bratman 1987). Initiating things, ‘seeing as’, selecting the goals and congruent actions, and acting following the generated representation are necessary goals to form a cluster of integrated activities, which seems to be very difficult for machines to achieve. For people, the actions of this cluster are a normal part of life. As for this cluster, counterarguments belongs the argument that computers, in contrast to people, lack ‘free will’. Computers are determined by mechanical processes, and thus they cannot choose their own goals or make real choices. ‘Free will’ is only possible if one can set one’s goals and intentions freely. One can thus select between one’s deeds and initiate deeds at will. Initiating deeds and goals, and selecting between courses of action, is in some sense a sign of free will.

Of course, it is, to some degree, debatable whether people have free will or whether it is only an illusion (Libet, Freeman, and Sutherland 2000) caused by an inability to know the true mechanisms behind one’s deed, as Leibniz (1714/1969) claimed. Nevertheless, it is evident that the human ability to make ‘freely willed’ choices is different from that of machines. Humans can set goals and meet them. They can (and do) initiate deeds. But computing machines must always eventually be activated and controlled by people. Humans must still define the sense-making goals and thus perform the selections. Thus, Lady Lovelace’s argument is deeply connected to the notion of sense-making selection (Louis 1980, Schoenfeld 1992, Kurtz and Snowden 2003).

Consciousness

It is not well known that Ludwig Wittgenstein (1953/1967, 1921/1974) was an opponent of machine thinking. However, he was perhaps the first to pay attention to the problems of using machines as models of human thought. He knew Turing well, and was familiar with his ideas (Monk 1990, Shanker 2002), and was thus well informed about the human dimensions of TMs. Wittgenstein’s early work on logic preceded Turing’s thinking, as he argued that logic defines the apriori limits of human thinking (Wittgenstein 1921/1974). Nevertheless, Wittgenstein (1935/1958, 1939/1975) put forward a number of critiques of Turing’s idea that people are computers. For example, people feel pain, while machines do not (Wittgenstein 1937/1976). This apparently almost trivial remark touches on three aspects of the man–machine dispute. First, machines (either symbolic or mechanical) have no biological sensitivity to pain in the same sense that people have. Second, machines do not have emotions like people; and third, they cannot be conscious of pain. It is perhaps best to begin with the last aspect of Wittgenstein’s. His conclusion was straightforward: machines cannot be thinking creatures (Wittgenstein 1953/1967, Nyiri 1989).

The pain argument makes sense only if one is conscious of pain. This is why we also have to consider the consciousness problem, of which Turing was very much aware. Of course, many other theorists have since thought about the problems of consciousness (Dreyfus 1992, French 1989, Koch and Tononi 2011). Turing (1950) simply bypasses the phenomenal aspects of experience in his argumentation and points out that TMs can behave as if they were conscious. For example, they can write sonnets. One important tacit assumption behind this argument over consciousness is that the phenomenon is seen as a single and un-analysable whole. Indeed, we do not have one single conceptual framework with which to investigate consciousness (Tononi and Koch 2015). Therefore, it may be easily misleading how the problem of consciousness should be dealt with in a theoretical discussion about the issues of thinking computers (Floridi 2005). Instead of directly discussing the hard problem, we can consider the preconditions that make consciousness possible – one of which is to generate sense-making contents for consciousness (Kurtz and Snowden 2003, Schmidt 1990).

In Minds, Brains and Programs and elsewhere, John Searle (1980, p. 417, 1990) argues against the thesis that ‘computers, given the right programs, can be literally said to understand and have other cognitive states’. Searle clearly does not accept Turing’s claim that a computer can think, because thinking (like feeling) presupposes conscious and intentional representations. People know what they think about; they do not merely mechanically process the contents of the information.
Consciousness can be understood by means of unconscious processes (Rauterberg 2008, 2010). Thus, on a biological level, it is possible to block the consciousness of pain by using painkillers. Thus, people have a pain-like state of mind, but no consciousness of it. They could be like zombies and thus equivalent to machines. Machines can process information, but they are not aware of the outcome. When a human chess player stares at a chessboard, she or he may be aware of many possible moves but equally ignorant of many others (Saariluoma 1995, Bilalić and McLeod 2014). One chess player can have a very clear idea about what is a good move, but another may not. Thus, consciousness also requires being able to conceptualize visual information. This dimension of consciousness can be called cognitive consciousness. It can be seen as the capacity to produce mental states that are normally conscious in the human mind.

This theme has been important to many phenomenological-oriented researchers. Dreyfus (1992), for example, argued that machines do not become conscious in same sense as people, but that they can behave externally as if they were conscious (i.e., like a conscious person). Thus, one can ask whether machines have the capacity to generate information states that are typical of human thinking (Buttazzo 2001). This is the point in Turing’s argument regarding the consciousness dispute (Turing 1950). There is no doubt that there can be TMs that can compose music or generate poems. However, it is unclear whether they select the axioms as processes that lead to a poem. Can they decide by themselves what, out of all the possible combinations of words, is a good poem, unless people have selected it? This rather pessimistic view of TMs and machine thinking is a consequence of Gödel’s argument.

Consciousness introduces an additional aspect to the discourse about how accurately TMs model the human mind. Evidently, people are not conscious of everything they see. For example, doctors and patients interpret X-ray images differently. Patients are mostly not conscious of the kinds of issues that are highly meaningful for doctors. Therefore, it makes sense to ask what someone can be conscious of. Assuming that TMs can be conscious of certain things, one can ask whether there are things they can be unconscious of.

This problem can be turned into the problem that machines cannot be conscious of issues that they cannot represent in their ‘minds’. Thus, to answer the main question – whether there are things that machines cannot be conscious of – we have to show that there are things that are representable by people, but not by machines. Fortunately, the world is not in want of such issues.

Good examples are infinity and eternity. People can easily use these concepts, but they are not representable by machines. The problem of how many decimals of pi make sense provides an additional example. Machines can represent the 1567th decimal of pi, which may be very hard for people, but they cannot tell whether its relevance is different from the 1673th decimal. Machines can be told what is relevant, but they cannot determine it for themselves. Two prominent examples from the past can demonstrate this: (1) Deep Blue was the first machine, which defeated a human in chess (Campbell, Hoane, and Hsu 2002); this is a dedicated chess playing machine, which decides for the next move through the implemented algorithms based on the available computational power. (2) Alpha GO beats the most advanced human Go player; the success of this dedicated machine is based on the huge data set making it could act as us for its fully automated training process; the computational power and the high speed created a data set of played Go games that is far above all Go games ever played by all humans at all times (Wang et al. 2016). But does it mean that these two machines can understand the differences between chess and go? No, but people do!

One may remark that chess or go machines think like real human players. There is no way to separate their playing from human players based on the shown behaviour only. This means that these machines pass TT. However, TT is mistaken in two senses. Firstly, it does not consider the process of generating output and thus the way game playing machines ‘think’ is very different from how human chess players think. The machines generate huge internal search spaces while people perform very selectively. Thus, if there were a ‘cognitive TT’ (i.e., one which compares the information processing between man and machines), then such programs could not pass. Secondly, programs operate only in well-defined and narrow environments. They do not select the legitimate goals, operators or data elements, but these important pieces of information are given by programmers. Thus, human
thinking surpasses machine thinking in these respects. From this point of view, relevance and relevance-based selectivity is again a result of human thinking only.

**Representational Relevance Problem**

The critiques of machine thinking are not unrelated, though they look at human and machine information processing from different points of view. Machines cannot be conscious: they can show or communicate emotion like expressions, but they do not know what those are. Emotions are central when people define the value of things to them. Therefore, it is understandable that computers cannot initiate things – or, to be precise, they cannot initiate the right things. Moreover, without human aid, computers cannot select what is essential. They can apply rules, but they cannot know why they apply these rules, as they do not have goals or intentions. Computers are not able to select their goals, or the rules they follow. Consequently, they are also unable to determine which parts of the environment belong to a meaningful focal area and which do not. All these pieces of knowledge must be programmed and thus defined for computers. In short, one can say that computers have great difficulty in deciding what is relevant or irrelevant without explicit human supervision. One can call this as the relevance problem. Whether the Non-Axiomatic Reasoning System introduced by Xu and Wang (2012) can resolve this issue is unclear.

One must ask what ‘relevant’ means in this context. Sperber and Wilson (1986), who investigated the concept in linguistics, brought this theme to cognitive science. Here, we apply this problem to the TM context. As TMs process symbols and their combination following a set of rules, the notion must be defined in these concepts. Finally, it should also be based on the fundamentals of formal systems, which means in set theory. Indeed, taking the notion of set as the basic concept in defining relevance makes sense, because set theoretical concepts underlie the notions of TM.

Sperber and Wilson (1986) suggested that relevance should be discussed in terms of the principle of relevance, which separates relevant and irrelevant issues. In the TM context, this would mean a principle of determining which elements in a set of symbols are relevant or irrelevant – for example, which values of π are relevant. They discussed the need for a principle one could use to divide any set into relevant and irrelevant set members. Without such a principle, they cannot be separated; the relevance principle is not determinable in formal and mathematical concepts – rather, it is a mental concept.

Based on their evolutionary history, humans have this capability to understand relevance. Any species’ phenotype is based on its genotype, which has evolved over many generations. Each species has a build-in basic set of needs, requirements and desires (NRD) (Salem, Nakatsu, and Rauterberg 2009). Those NRDs are structurally coupled with the living environment, called autopoiesis with the understanding of cognition as a biological process (Maturana 1975). Autopoiesis can only take place in the molecular domain of living systems, even when such living systems also exist as organisms in supra-molecular spaces (Maturana Romesin 2002). The NRDs are supposed to guarantee the survival of the offspring, and enable even the phenotype to develop higher needs on top of basic survival needs (Maslow 2013). From beginning of our life, this basic set of inborn NRDs determines, what is relevant and what not, to guide our actions and thinking. This structural coupling becomes reflected in our mental and emotional content structure.

Humans’ understanding of relevance is grounded in their biological existence. The content of humans’ mental representations is relevant, but people must always define for technical artefacts (e.g., computers), what is relevant or irrelevant. Even if computers can have internal states, and these internal representations may have their own contents, it is that such content is only relevant or irrelevant with respect to what those computers have to do. The relevance problem, when associated with representations, can be called representational relevance problem (Dreyfus 2007). Representational relevance explains why computers do not have emotions, intentions, goals, selectivity, consciousness or a capacity to initiate actions. People must define these properties for machines in working AI programs. The question remains why relevance is such a problem for TMs (Dreyfus and Wrathall 2009).
Power of Expression

Ludwig Wittgenstein observed that human languages (or the concepts in them) do not form a single whole. Instead, they are formed from an unlimited number of sublanguages that he termed language games. The meanings of terms or symbols are defined in language games, and therefore have meaning only in the context of these games. If a concept does not belong to a language game, it has no real meaning. In The Blue and Brown Books, for example, he wrote, ‘the trouble is rather that the sentence. “A machine thinks (perceives, wishes)” seems somehow nonsensical. It is as though we had asked “Has the number 3 a colour”’ (Wittgenstein, (1935/1958).

Colour is a meaningless concept in mathematics, and therefore it is odd to say that the number 3 has a colour. Thus, the very question is meaningless in some way, because machines and thinking apparently belong to different language games, and therefore we should get some clarity about the very concepts of thinking and machine. Of course, the colour of a number may make sense, for example, in designing commercial banderols. Scientific theory languages are also language games, and therefore the meanings of terms must be defined in that context (Kurtz and Snowden 2003). However, the example illustrates that it is essential to analyse language, which is used to build mental representations and discuss them. One can call this issue as the problem of theory language, i.e., the problem of what kinds of concepts we should use to represent reality in scientific theories and intelligent machines (Xu and Wang 2012).

Scientific theory languages do not always cover what they should. For example, it is impossible to find a natural number that expresses such issues as the relationship between the side and the diagonal in a square or the value of pi. To represent such entities, it is essential to use real numbers. Similarly, in behaviourist psychology, it is not possible to consider the properties of human memory or mental images, as they are more than simply stimulus–response concepts. Finally, if we had restricted ourselves to Dalton’s concept of the atom, modern nanophysics would also have been impossible. In science, progress is always about finding new concepts and exceeding the limitations of old ones (Bunge 1967, Kuhn 1962, Saariluoma 1997).

In essence, the power of expression is a notion that describes the scope and limits of a scientific theory language and its conceptual system (Bloom 1995). Thus, the power of expression defines and expresses what can be thought when a particular theory language is used. This notion can thus be applied to analyse the limits of formal computational languages. It also enables us to ask questions about the limits of computational concepts and therefore the real meaning of TT. TMs claim to be models of human thinking. As process models, they also have the capacity to perform tasks. Their performance naturally depends on how good the models of the constructed machines are(Simon and Newell 1956), which in turn is based on how well they can solve the representational relevance problem. The better they are at behaving like people, the more relevant their representations are, and the better they can perform the task. However, the level of their performance depends on the quality of their representations. Since TMs are constructed using mathematical theory language, it makes sense to discover the limits of mathematical language games in modelling thinking. One can also formulate these problems differently and ask how well mathematical theory language can represent human thinking (Brooks 1991). Does it have limits that decrease its power of expression in representing human thinking? The critical problem seems to be selection. All critical discourse seems to raise this point in one form or another (Bartos 2015).

In mathematical concepts and the meta-science of mathematics, relevance can be seen as the rule that determines which elements of any mathematical set (of elements or functions) are relevant vs. irrelevant. In terms of TMs, one should be able to say which combination of zeros and ones is relevant and which is not. Machines should also be able to determine which rules and functions are relevant and which are irrelevant. They should also be able to say, what is the right functional form needed in specific tasks.

In order to understand the reason for the problem of relevance and its connection to the sense-making selections, one must examine the notion of representation. TMs can behave like humans, as they can in some sense represent reality like people do (in the sense that they can generate human-like behaviours) (Simon and Newell 1956). Pocket calculators, for example, can do arithmetic and represent the number and arithmetical operators. Thus, the contents of their representations give machines the capacity to behave as people behave. Therefore, one can give the
relevance problem another form. The question is actually how relevant the representations are presenting the context of operating. Thus, one could also discuss the representational relevance problem (Xu and Wang 2012).

The power of expression suggests a straightforward question: can formal (mathematical or logical) theory languages express relevance? If they cannot, it is impossible to have a mathematical machine that could be relevant but in numerical contexts. Thus, no TM could be relevant in real-world contexts. A simple way to analyse the conceptual foundations of mathematical systems is to ask whether there is a mathematical way to decide which elements or functions of a mathematical set are relevant and which are not. It is obvious that mathematical theory languages cannot be used to decide the relevance or irrelevance of set members. It is always necessary to use non-formal theory languages. Consequently, we never know outside the narrow scope of mathematical contexts whether a mathematical representation is relevant.

The representational relevance problem is unsolvable in formal representations, as the power of expression for formal languages is too poor. One cannot use formal languages to discuss qualities and their nature (Saariluoma 1997). TMs and mathematical models of human thinking are constructed by abstracting semantic and thought content (Simon and Newell 1956). Consequently, one can no longer present what is relevant in a concrete context. There is no mathematical means to say that the formula $3+4 = 7$ concerns carrots rather than tomatoes. To discuss tomatoes and carrots, one needs to have a language that can express qualities and make differentiations between relevant and irrelevant contents.

The formal relevance problem also has a role in formal logic. It is valid to infer that ‘Napoleon was the Emperor of France’ from the factually true sentences: ‘the moon is not cheese’, and ‘if the moon is not cheese, Napoleon was the Emperor of France.’ Whether the inference makes any sense is another issue. It is impossible to find any relevant connection between Napoleon’s role as the Emperor of France and the fact that the moon is not cheese. The given facts have no relevant associations, and therefore the inference is formally valid but senseless.

Searle (1980) also noticed an important aspect of the formal relevance problem: syntax cannot generate semantics. This is why the origins of meaning giving must be sought in human conceptualization and judgment processes, which is why they are outside the framework of computational modelling. When the information contents of propositions are abstracted, it is impossible to produce sense-making, real-world semantics (Rauterberg 2006). It is impossible to define what is true and what is false, or what is right and what is wrong in the real world. This means that only interpretation in terms of real-world concepts, i.e., programmed semantics, makes it possible for AI systems to have any relevance. However, it is not possible to create semantics or to solve formal relevance problems on the basis of formal syntax only.

As Turing’s idea of computation was originally based on his idea of a mathematical mind, and he extended his interest from mere mathematics to general computation, from early on the TM and its many derivatives became important in philosophy and the psychology of the human mind. Today, it is very common to think that human brains perform computations and that computational models may shed light on problems such as how people think and what intelligence is (Crane 2003, Fodor 1987, Newell and Simon 1972, Fodor 2000). Turing simply assumed that the manipulated symbols need not be numbers; they could just as well be Chinese characters or words in a natural language:

“Thus, an Arabic numeral such as 17 or 99999999999999 is normally treated as single symbol. Similarly, any European language words are treated as single symbols (Chinese, however, attempts to have an infinity of enumerable symbols). The difference in view between the single and compound symbols is that the compound symbols cannot be seen at one glance...”(Turing 1936) (emphasis added).

These symbols can represent ‘states of mind’, which can be operated by a machine. Consequently, Turing (1950) argued that machines could be intelligent, and that they could in some sense think. Thus, like many others after him, Turing assumed that the TM was, in some senses, a model of the human mind (Newell and Simon 1959). However, this paragraph entails a serious error, as it loosely equals mathematical symbols and words in natural languages.
However, Turing did not specify how the real-world symbols and their meanings were associated with the TM (Hodges 1998). The associations between the number combinations on the tape, the symbols and the references to the symbols are given, but are not sufficiently processed (Steels 2008, Taddeo and Floridi 2005, Müller 2015). Thus, the most important action in human thinking (i.e., determining what is relevant vs. irrelevant) is omitted from the computational modelling. As shown above, formal languages lack sufficient power of expression to analyse how computational models can be combined with reality. So far, our considerations have focussed on the limited power of mathematical and other formal concepts in expressing human thinking. However, it is easy to present thousands of working AI systems, and thus it is logical to ask how working AI can be explained. Obviously, their real-word semantics work fine. Thus, it is possible to develop fine AI, even though formal semantics has only a limited power of expression. Consequently, it is essential to ask how this is possible (Müller 2015).

TMs cannot be models of the human mind or human thinking, as they are built on formal concepts. TMs are formal mathematical systems, which is why they cannot express information contents. The terms in abstract languages are void of meaning. Therefore, they cannot be used to discuss such real-world issues as relevance, truth or value. Nevertheless, many AI systems can solve these problems and they work well. To solve this expression, we have to think about the problems of the power of expression from a new point of view.

In formal systems, the notions of meaning, semantics and truth are based on model theoretical semantics, which means that the truth of any proposition is determined by comparing the proposition with a model set, which has members with no reference to the external world. Thus, the truth of a proposition is defined by comparing its terms with a given mathematical set. The meaning and sense of expressions in model theoretical semantics depends on their truth, i.e., propositions only have meaning if they have truth values.

TMs or any intellectual machines need not be based on abstract theoretical models only. They can also be built on concepts that can be interpreted in the real world. A computational device following human movements in the environment and reacting to different states can be built only by interpreting the meanings of sensory data. Hand movement, for example, can mean the use of a tennis racket in a computer game. The movement is assigned to the logic of the program, and thus the meanings in a machine have a real-world interpretation.

**Symbol Grounding**

Computational concepts can be used to build representations. They can be words, propositions, pictures or signs. The main thing is that they have their references in the real world. They represent, or stand for, their references. Thus, the references form the basis for the meanings of the symbols. Yet, this description does not solve the problem of meaning. One must also ask how symbols get their meanings – i.e., how they are connected with their references. This problem is called as symbol grounding (Harnad 1990); it may appear as a unified problem, but it is not. There are several different perspectives to investigate in order to determine how symbol grounding is possible. Many researchers are interested in the neural basis of symbol grounding. However, this perspective normally sets the question on a rather high level so that the research does not focus on the precise meaning (or mental contents) of the symbols.

In principle, in TMs symbols get their meaning and information contents from their references. However, symbol grounding is not a single-layer issue. Today, computer vision can be used to collect masses of optical tracking points about sports, for example. However, the third point mass makes sense only if it is possible to find sense-making patterns inside. Of course, this is precisely what TMs are about. They are tapes of ones and zeros. The combination of these can be used to present symbols so that one set of points can be seen as one symbol and another set as another symbol. The crucial point is why some sets of ones and zeros mean one thing, let’s say the Chinese symbol for happiness, and others can be read as tripling in basketball.

‘What Turing disregards completely is the fact that mind, in its use, is not static, but constantly developing, i.e., that we understand abstract terms more and more precisely as we go on using them, and that more and more abstract terms enter the sphere of our understanding’ (Gödel 1972/1990, p. 306). In this quote, it becomes clear that the process of meaning giving is crucial in applying computational thinking, and it is the biggest difference between
human and machine information processing. For example, a machine does not know what ‘checkmate’ is unless a programmer has defined and programmed it. Is there a kind of machine learning possible, which is comparable to humans’ capabilities?

**Turing Demystified: Mental Contents, Relevance and Artificial Intelligence**

Despite their intuitive clarity, the concepts of TM and TT make tacit conceptual commitments that must be critically considered (Gurevich 2012). Thinking that mathematical symbols form similar symbol systems as natural languages was a serious error. It simply led to the incorrect idea that human and machine information processing are the same. Clearly, there are similarities (Gigerenzer 2004, Toni et al. 2007), but they should not hide the important differences. The first sign of a problem is Gödel’s argument that no universal TM can be constructed. The second problem is that there is no meaningful mathematical method to choose the right TM from among different possible TMs using mathematical arguments only. TMs can neither generate meaningful goals of action by themselves nor know what meaningful representational contents are. Or as Floridi (2010, p. 404) summarizes, “that—given the current state and understanding of computer science—the best artefacts that artificial intelligence (AI) will be capable of engineering will be, at most, zombies: artificial agents capable of imitating an increasing number of human behaviours.”

All the problems discussed above converge into one central notion —relevance. Mathematics cannot tell us which parts of the elements of a set belong to the right subset and which do not. All the subsets of any set are equally important in a mathematical sense, but not in the real world. Thus, formal languages cannot be used to discuss such central properties of human thinking as the ability to know what is true, what is right and what is beautiful. They are all notions that make sense only if relevance can be expressed.

When we speak about truth, it is essential to know what is relevant. A proposition can be true only if it has a real reference. However, knowing what belongs to the reference presupposes the ability to decide what kinds of things belong to the referred. Of course, deciding what is a car is possible only if one knows the relevant properties of the object. To know what is right or beautiful presupposes the ability to decide what properties and objects are relevant.

Our analysis illustrates that Turing did not accurately formulate his idea about computers as thinking machines. He also did not differentiate between special and all-purpose TMs. However, his most serious error was assuming that mathematical and natural languages use qualitatively similar signs and numbers. Mathematical TMs cannot think like people do, and cannot even model human thinking, because formal theory languages cannot express qualitative differences.

Computational machines are special-purpose TMs. This means they can perform real-world actions such as text processing, image analysis and temperature control. Modern AI is continuously developing more interesting computational systems. Autonomous systems, which, broadly speaking, can, to some degree, redefine their goals during operation, are a good example of the capacity of emerging technologies. However, a merely intuitive interpretation of computational systems does not make sense. It is time to go beyond the limits of computational concepts and admit that we need a new way of thinking that incorporates computational representations of information contents.

The TT is vital, as it can be used to evaluate the performance of computational systems. If they can perform as well as (or even better than) people, they are intelligent in a computational sense. That is good enough, as special-purpose computational machines can essentially improve the quality of human life. Another problem is that they cannot model human thinking, but they cannot think like people. They cannot express relevance – this is defined by human programmers.

If it is possible to develop context-specific fixed semantics, it is possible to construct a special-purpose machine to replace human work. However, it is impossible to construct an all-purpose machine or universal TM that can think and speak like a human being as long as we have to use fixed-theory languages. One might argue that it is possible
to construct a universal TM that calculates the functions of all TMs and takes import of all of them. Unfortunately, this solution does not work. This kind of machine would have an unlimited number of TMs. Any time a new functionality occurs in the world, it would be necessary to construct a new machine. This construction game would be endless, and the notion of endless itself is a problem.

Let’s assume that we could have a ‘TM of all TMs’. Could it any longer be a TM? The set of all functions of all TMs and the set of all inputs of all TMs would have to bypass Russell’s paradox. They would be sets of all sets, but could they be sub-machines of themselves any longer? Thus, it seems that mathematics is not a sufficiently powerful theory language to represent what people think. We can simulate human thinking – and even replace it in any context – but we cannot argue that formal languages can represent *everything* that people can think.

Finally, one may ask, what the origin of relevance problem is. The answer is straightforward: formal languages are reached by abstraction. This means they are devoid of real-world contents, which form the basis of our natural languages and their semantics. Reverse thought operations (i.e., concretization and going from abstract to concrete concepts) make it possible to discuss relevance, because relevance is a content-level issue. The problem makes sense only with concrete issues, but this means that any TM must eventually be constructed using non-formal intuitions.

There is no problem generating random sets of symbols and random constructions using a TM. The problem is known, which of the sets of symbols makes sense. An engineer can have a set of all parts of a jumbo jet, and by a trial-and-error search can precisely find the right combination of parts. Yet he has to be competent enough to say which of the endless possible combinations of parts is correct – which is impossible on the grounds of formal knowledge only.

We have ended with a strange conclusion: the problem of human and machine intelligence and thinking is an illusion created by the poor power of expression that is typical of formal languages. It makes sense to ask the problem only in the context of discourse based on formal theory languages. People can ask what is relevant, and they can set themselves relevant goals. To be able to discuss such issues, one needs to use another type of theory language. Undoubtedly, phenomenological discourses provide a good example of languages that can be used to investigate issues outside the sphere of formal discourse (Dreyfus 1972, Heidegger 1927/1962, Husserl 1900-1901/2008, Merleau-Ponty 1945/1996). We have to consider humans as growing, evolving and developing systems based on irreversible processes which can – if at all – be understood in a holistic manner (Capra and Luisi 2014).
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